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FISHERIES ECOLOGY OF THE LOWER MEKONG RIVER: 
MYANMAR TO TONLE SAP RIVER 

Mark T. Hill* 

ABSτ'RACT 

The lower Mekong River is， in many respecJs， a pristine river， free of dams and large-
scale water diversion projects， and白ewater quality is generally good. However， the need 
to dev巴lopelec凶calpower， control f1ooding， improve dry-s巴asonagriculture，組dab町gωn・
ing population throughout the basin places new demands on白eriver which have potentially 
serious implications for the fishery resourc巴s. In由ispaper 1 present the current s旬旬 of
knowledge on由巴 ecologyof the fisheries in白elower Mekong River from出eMyanmar 
CBurma) border to the Tonle Sap River in C創nbodia.1 use ecological stratification techniques 
to isolate distinct river reaches.百leMekong Riv巴rsupports numerous DUgratory fish species. 
Unfortunately very little is known about白巴irstock composition， length of migration， spawning 
sites， or early rearing are錨. It is quite likely白紙 thereare numerous subpopulations of血e
same species which have adapted to local conditions and follow life cycles in habitats血atdo
not overlap. Non-migratory species may also exhibit subpopulations adaptedωlocalized 
conditions. Preservation and management of Mekong fish faunas will depend upon incorporating 
spatial information into decisions about白巴 perr凶凶ngand locating of anthropogenic change. 
百lefirst step in preservation釦 dmanagement must be the identification of stocks or subpopu・
lations of fish species. Identification is best a∞omplished with broad ecological s回厄fication
ωbegin白epr∞巴ssand to focus studies on localized hぬi凶 typesto which subpopulations 
may have adap凶. 1 re∞mmend short term and long term studies which are needed to 
improve our understanding of the Mekong River fisheries組 dto evaluate future development 
projects. 

町TRODUC百ON

The lower Mekong River Basin from the Myanm紅(Burma)border to the Tonle Sap 

River in C佃 lbodia(Figure 1) supports a diverse range of ecosystems with varied types of 

freshwater habitats. These habitats include inland waters， such as the large reservoirs on 
tributaries， the Great Lake in Cambodia， large rivers such as血eMekong， the Mun，血e

Tonle Sap， and the Bassac， intermediate tributaries and river branches， small s国 amsand 

i凶gationcanals， large floodplains， swamps， irrigated rice fields， and one of the world's 

largest deltas (MEKONG SECRETARIAT， 1992). These diverse ecosystems contain 

productive and， for the most p制， indigenous aquatic species. 

The breeding， multiplication， and sustenance of tropical inland fish and prawn 
populations are intima旬lybound to血esequence of annual flooding (WELCOMME， 1985). 
The monsoon floods join the primary habitat types (rivers， canals， floodplains， ponds and 

lakes， and es加aries)of血einl佃 dopen waters， and produce a single integrated biological 
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production system which allows fish and prawn populations to breed， and to grow in 
numbers and in biomass.百leinundated floodplains play白emost significant role in白is
whole ecosystem (WELCOMME， 1985). The 即位ient-richand food-rich floodplains also 
provide nursery and feeding grounds for hatchlings， flη， and juveni1es of a number of river-
breeding， estuary-breeding and floodplain-breeding species (ROBERTS， 1993). Young fish 
may utilize floodplain-nursery and grow-out habitats for four to five months before 
entering riverine or estuarine habitats (ROBERTS， 1993). 

The naωre of the fisheries and the movement of fish紅 edictated by seasonal changes 
in water levels and discharge rates of extensive floodplain systems (WELCOMME， 1977). 
As the floodplains become inundated by rainfall叩 doverbank flooding many species of 
fish begin a longi阻dinalmigration upstream to spawn. Once the Mekong River and its 
tributaries begin to flood most fishes make lateral migrations into the many dis回butory
channels of the rivers. From these channels fish move to the floodplains to exploit曲e
food resources of the flooded area and to spawn. The productivity of a floodplain can be 
correlated with the area出atis inundated (WELCOMME， 1977). The flood season represents 
the major period of growth for all sizes of fish; as the floodwaters recede， fishes migrate 
from the floodplains. The first to migrate紅'ethe adults， followed by large numbers of 
juveni1es produced during the spawning season. 

The open-water cap加refishery of the Mekong River has been estimated to support 
over 60 percent of the annual production in the basin; aquaculωre and marine catch 
con仕ibutesthe remainder (f¥血KONGSEC阻 TARIAT，1992).百lecapture fishery， therefore， 
represents one of the single most important commercial and subsistence activities in the 
Mekong basin. Capture fishing is practiced on a r却 geof scales-from rice-farming 
families fishing with small traps and nets in their fields， su汀oundingswamps， and 
irrigation canals-to large-scale operations involving substantial investment in technology 
and operation costs. 

ECOLOGICAL STRATIFICATION 

The portion of the lower Mekong River included in白isarticle (excluding the delta 
area) consists of eight broad ecological reaches which have been delineated with the 
classification system described in Table 1 (LOTSPEICH， 1980; LOTSPEICH & PLAπS， 1982; 
Platts 1988). The classification hierarchy for the lower Mekong， and the reaches which 
result from出isclassification at the valley bottom-type level，紅eshown in Figures 2佃 d
3， respectively. Ecological reaches紅巴 riverlengths with similar geology， geomo叩hology，
l叩 dtype，and landform which support a particular assemblage of fish species. It is the 
hierarchy of environmental conditions (from large scale to small scale)白紙 resultsin 
specific fish habitat types within which discrete populations of fish live. Understanding 
the form， behavior， and historical context of landscapes is crucial to understanding 
ecosystems on several spatial担 dtemporal scales (Sw ANSON ET AL.， 1988). Landforms 
(such as floodplains and alluvial fans) and geomorphic processes (such as s佐'eamerosion 
組 ddeposition) are important parts of the setting in which ecosystems develop， material 
and energy flows， and biological systems function. 
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Table 1. Ecologica1 c1assification levels used to delineate reaches throughout the lower 
Mekong River. 

Hierarchica1 Level 

Ecoregions 

Geologic Dis凶cts

L組 dtypeAssociations 

Landforms 

Description 

This is the first layer of c1assification. It is based on 
factor百出atcause regiona1 variation in ecosystems or 
on factors that integrate the causes of regional 
variations (OME附 IK1987). Principa1 factors白at
identify ecoregions are climate， land surface form， 
natura1 vegetation， and soi1s. Ecoregions are delineated 
with satellite imagぽy.

These are areas of simi1ar rock types or parent 
materia1s that are genera11y associated with distinctive 
structural features and紅 easof simi1ar hydrologic 
character. Structural features are出etemplates on 
which s田 amshave etched drainage pattems (Swanson 
et a1. 1988).百lehydrologic character of landscapes 
is also inf1uenced by the degree to which parent 
material is weathered and the water-handling 
characteristics of白ep訂 entrock and its weathering 
products. Geologic districts do not change in response 
to land uses， and they inc1ude both uplands and 
bottomlands. Geologic districts紅 edelineated from 
1:125，000 to 1:500，000 scale geologic maps. 

These are identified by the dominant geomo叩hic
processes responsible for shaping the landscape and 
influencing its functional character (LOTSPEICH & 

PLATTS 1982). Glacia1， fluvia1， a11uvia1， and lacu班 ine
processes have shaped landscapes and continue to 
influence the m創merin which water and sediments 
move through ecosystems. L佃 dtypeassociations are 
subsets of geologic districts. Landtype associations 
seldom change in response to cultural practices， 
inc1ude bo由 uplandsand the va11ey-bottom， and紅 e
tens to hundreds of squ紅 emiles in size. Landtype 
associations are delineated with 1 :250，000 scale 
topographic maps and satellite photos， a10ng with 
ground reconnaissance. 

百leseare components of a va11ey-bottom type. They 
are distinguished by form and position relative to the 
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E五erarchicalLevel Descripti'On 

m佃 agementperspective， landf'Orms can be changed 
fr'Om 'One type t'O an'O白er. L釘ldf'Ormsare mapped 
fぬm aerial ph'Ot'Os and 1 :24，000 scale t'Op'Ographic 
maps. 

Riverine-Riparian C'Omplexes I This is a precise m却 layer'Of vegetati'On types 
identified by physi'Ogn'Omic c1ass (iム f'Orested，shrub， 

herbace'Ous and w'O'Ody)， water regimes， and d'Ominant 
plant species in 'Overst'Ory姐 dunderst'Ory can'Opies. 
Veget副'Ontypes tend t'O c'Orrelate with landf'Orms; 
shrubs紅'ec'Omm'On 'On levees while fl'O'Odplains are 
typically herbace'Ous. Riverine-riparian c'Omplexes are 
mapped企om1:12，000 scale aerial ph'Ot'Os c'Oupled with 
'On-sitem回 S町 ementswith a gl'Obal positi'O凶ngsystem.
Meth'Ods f'Or assessing natural， existing and achievable 
states 'Of riverine-riparian c'Omplex level 'Of 
classificati'On is the frrst level白紙 direct1yexpresses 
fisheries habitat. 

Ch畑 elTypes I ROSG町(1993)identifies nine types 'Of channels in 

State Types 

relati'On t'O entrenchment， width-t'O-depth rati'O， 

sinu'Osity， sl'Ope， and adjacent landf'Orm features. 
Channel types are subject t'O ex住emem'Odificati'On by 
land and water uses. Channel types are identified and 
measured wi白 1:8，000 scale aerial ph'Ot'Os佃 dgr'Ound 
rec'Onnaissance. At this level fisheries habitat is 
expressed as p'O'Ol-riffle-run type habitat series. 

These describe血epresent c'Onditi'On 'Of the channel， 

stre創nbank，and immediate landf'Orms (e.g.， er'Oded 
banks， laid-back banks， channelizati'On， entrenc加nent)
伊LA'廿 S1988). S回 amschange state types泊 resp'Onse
t'O b'Oth natural and紅tificialpr'Ocesses. State types 
are identified with 1:6，000 scale aerial ph'Ot'Os佃 d
gr'Ound rec'Onnaissance. This is the l'Owest level 'Of 
c1assificati'On由atdelineates fisheries habitat and is a 
direct functi'On 'Of an伽 opr'Ogenicactivities組 dnaωral
perturabati'Ons in the watershed. 
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Natural gradients of fish commu凶tychange have long been recog凶zed(e.g.， BURTON 
& OOUM， 1945) in streams with associated factors being habitat volume and diversity 
(SHELOON， 1968; SCHLOSSER， 1982) and environmental variability (RIc阻 R，1972; 
SCHLOSSER， 1990). 百lerole of genetic factors in affecting in回 specificphenotypic 
v副 abilityhas been more strongly recog凶zedfor fish白佃血emajority of other wild or 
semi -domesticated vertebrates出atare heavily managed (ALL聞 00町 ETAL.， 1987). An 
obvious example is the fish “stock concept"， demons回 ting血egenぽ alreco伊itionof genetic 
differentiation coupled with phenotypic divergence among conspecific subpopulations of 
fish (s関 BERST& SIMON， 1981， and RICKER， 1972， for reviews). 

Stocks or subpopulations (demes， metapopulations) of fish species evolve as a function 
of adaptation to local habitat created by higher order patterns. In a study of fish genetic 
variab出tyand ecosystems， CHAKRABORTY & LEIMAR (1987) write: 

“Genetic differences between subpopulations will evolve in the course of 
time if there is little or no gene flow between them. The amount of gene 
flow needed to prevent differentiation depends on白estreng血 ofthe 
evolutionary forces responsible for differentiation among subunits. These 
differentiating forces釘'eselection， genetic世ift，and mutation. Selection 
press町 e企om血evary泊gconditions under which the individuals of di釘erent
subunits live results泊 adaptationto local conditions. The di釘erencein 
al1ele frequencies and in出eaverage values of quanti刷 ivecharacters 
accompanying such local adaptations c'Onstitute the genetic variation創nong
subpopulations (stocks)白紙 isof prim紅y 加portance企omthe point of 
view of management and conservation." 

This is the essential point in ecological stratification of the lower Mekong River. 
The Mekong supports numerous migratory fish species. Unfortunately very little is known 
about their length of migration， spawning sites， or early rearing areas. It is q凶telikely that 
there訂 eseveral stocks or subpopulations of the s創nespecies which have adapted to local 
conditions and fol1ow life cyc1es in habitats白紙 donot over1ap. Non-migratory species 
may also exhibit subpopulations adapted to localized conditions. 

Preservation and management of Mekong fish faunas will depend upon incorporating 
spatial information加t'Odecisions about the perr凶凶ngandloca血19of anthropogenic change. 
A hydropower dam might wel1 block the migration of a stock of fish泊 asp田 ificreach 
of血eriver， separating the stock from spaw凶nggrounds ups住'eamor rearing habitat 
downs回 am.On the other hand， migration of a particular fish stock might not be affected 
if spawning and rearing habitat is contained between dams. (However， impacts other白血

migration blockage may occ町).百lefirst step泊 preservationand m組 agementmust be 
血eidentification of discrete stocks of fish. This is best accomplished with broad ecological 
stratification (such as described in也ispaper) to begin the process of identification and to 
focus studies on localized habitat types to which subpopulations may have adapted. Future 
investigations of the river fisheries must not prωeed willy-nil1y'， but must proceed wi血泊

an organized企amework白atradiates out from broad scales to increasingly fine scales of 
S佃dy. Research， like the ecosystem itself， must be based on a hierarchical approach. 
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ウf

Figure 2. Hierarchical scal巴andclassification of the Lower Mekong River Basin 

Hierarchy Theory-The premise of hierarchy theory is that higher levels of 

organization incorporate and influ巴nc巴phenomenaat lower 1巴vels(O'NEILL ET AL.， 1986). 

Hierarchical structuring simply means that， at a given level of resolution， a biological 

system is composed of interacting components (i.巴.， lower-Ievel entities) and is itself a 

component of a larger system (i.巴.， higher level entities). Thus巴nvironm巴ntalhi巴rarchies

can be viewed as successiv巴Iysmall巴rhabitats nestled' into on巴 another(see Figure 2). 

At the lowest 1巴velof this nestling is the river and fish habitat; the culmination of all th巴

higher level environm巴ntalconditions that form a unique landscap巴 pattern

Landscape patterns at the fish habitat lev巴lar巴巴xpressedas unique physical attributes 

(e.g.， stre釘nb包lks，floodplain connectivity， littoral zones， substrate， d巴pth，velocity)， chemical 

attributes (e.g.， temperature， ionic concentrations， carbon exchange， organic polym巴r

composition)， and biological attributes (riparian vegetation， b巴nthicbiota). The synergism 

b巴tweenth巴seattributes in one ecological reach is different from anoth巴rr巴achb巴causeof 

the unique landscape patterns formed by higher-Ievel entities within the hierarchy. 
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It would be convenient if nature followed Euc1idian rules of space (e.g.， perfect spheres， 
rectangles， and straight lines)， but nat町 eprefers conica1 space (parabolas and ellipses) 
(SHLAIN， 1991). Consequently a landscape is not made up of inter10cking boxes but of 
implicit and explicit hierarchies of conditions that fill space with pattems (RISSER ET AL.， 
1984; FORMAN & GODRON， 1986). Landscape pattems c如 bestrikingly different or very 
subtle， and the casua1 observer often cannot see由emultiplicative interactions that make 
up unique ecological zones but which inf1uence biological evolution and adaptation 
(EH即 CH& RAVEN， 1964). 

Delineation of river reaches is easily biased if the investigator chooses to associate 
pattems出atdo not fit into hierarchica1 classification or relies upon observation a10ne 
without reference to higher levels of organization (PLA'πS， 1980). Watersheds c姐 notbe 
isolated by politica1 or socia1 boundaries (SMπH， 1994)， nor can they be isolated by 
arbitrary units of size. Whether a watershed is 50 km2 or 100，000 km2 is not as important 
as recognizing its ecological discreteness and accounting for stem and edge effects (HAR即 S，
1984). 
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Figure 3. Ecological stratification of the lower Mekong River. 
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Edge and Stem E住民ts-When a delineated watershed exists邸 p制 ofa larger 
landscape， edge and stem effects must be considered. For example， if a relatively pristine 
watershed with high biodiversity is classified out of a larger area白紙 issubject to heavy 
anthropogenic alteration with a lower biodiversity， a much larger紅白 forthe internal 
watershed is needed to provide an unmodified interior environment (FRANKL凹， 1993; 
HAR町5，1984). It should be recognized血atedge influences c組 beextensive， and白紙血e
higher血econ位制tbetween watershed levels， the greater the effects (FRANKL町， 1993). 

Stem effects， on the other hand，紅ecommon to watersheds which include higher-
ordered s紅'eamsand migratory species (particularly anadromous and catadromous fish) 
(SMITH， 1994). Because migratory species use multiple watersheds拙 migrationcorridors， 
or for spawning or re紅 ing，and fourth to eleventh order s佐'eamsconnect watersheds，社le
ultimate boundaries of a designated watershed must account for stem conditions.τ'he 
boundary ends of the s佐atificationto valley bottom type in the lower Mekong River 
(Figure 3) illustrate stem efffects. 百lebound紅yends of most of the ecological reaches 
紅 ehistorically important fish collection areas. Fisherfolk have learned to focus catch 
effort in these紅'easbecause (1) resident fish tend to concentrate in habitats formed by 
仕組sitionzones (Sc且.oSSER，1982) and (2) migrating fish also congregate泊 theseareas 
as they adjust to changing depth， velocity， temperaωre， and other physio-chemical cues 
(SHELDON， 1968). While classification delineates distinct ecological reaches in the lower 
Mekong River， one must also account for fish migration corridors between reaches and how 
subpopulations of fishes use them. 

There紅 'eopportunities to incorporate edge and stem effects出roughoutthe watershed 
hierarchy if adequa旬 dataare available to delineate the landscape to at least the channel 
type level. In the case of the lower Mekong River there釘 enot adequate data at血istime 
to allow for stratification below the valley bottom type level. Thus future investigations 
must account for stem effects on migratory fishes with more definitive stratification. 

Stratificationー 百leclassification system 1 present in Fig町'e3 is described by BAILEY 
(1988) and PLA'π's (1988) and consists of eight layers from the broadest to出esmallest 
scale as described in Table 1. Stratifying the lower Mekong River泊toecological reaches 
allows for a more detailed exarnination of the fisheries without the need for site specific 
information白紙 is，for the most p紅 t，simply not available. Stratification also links one 
set of ecological conditions to another so血atfish species白紙usemore than one ecological 
reach can be evaluated on姐 interdependentlevel. 1 s回 tifiedthe lower Mekong River 
into eight ecological reaches to the valley-bottom type level as follows (see Figure 3): 

FISHE阻ESECOLOGY OF THE LO羽1ERMEKONG RIVER 

REACH NUMBER 

'
且
司
，
B

今

3

A
斗

ζ
J
r
O

司

r
o
o

ECOLOGICAL REACH 

Chiang Saen to Vientiane 
Vientiane to Bung Kan 
Bung K組 toSavannakhet 
Savannakhet to Mun River 
Mun River to Khone Falls 
Khone Falls 
Khone Falls to Tonle Sap 
Tonle Sap to Great Lake 
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The lower Mekong River can be divided into two main 1叩 dtypeassociations-up山 eam

mountainous and downstream plains. The section ups悦 amof Vientiane is completely 
mountainous with relief ranging from a few hundred to over 1000 meters. In this landtype 

association the valley floor is commonly quite narrow (often only a few hundred meters 

wide) but in m叩 yplaces it is over 1000 m wide. 百leriver gradient varies from place 
to place， and the river profile shows an average gradient of about 0.25 mIkm for about 800 
km of the river' s length. 

Downstream of Vientiane血eterrain around the Mekong River is much more open 
with extensive plains and low hills along 百lailand'sside， but fl創Ikedby high mountains 

on the Laotian side. The river profile shows a drop in gradient to about 0.15 mIkm for 
白enext 250 km， beyond which the gradient is more variable. The Mekong River in the 
section below Vientiane is quite broad， 1000 m wide or more in most紅白色 butset within 
different landtypes and valley bottom types. 

Below the landtype association level in the ecological stratification there紅 e也ree
distinct landtypes (Figure 3).百leseare described very well in出eMEKONGSEC阻 T成 IAT

report (1992). 百leNorthem Highlands make up白enorthem part of the Lao PDR，由e
Loei province in northeast 百lailand，and the mountains of Chiang Rai and Phayao Provinces 
in northem 百lailand.The area is very mountainous and processes of erosion have carved 
a highly complex and dissected relief; topography is steep and rugged. Mountain ridges 

lying northeast-southwest rise up to between 1，500 to 2，800 m above relatively n釘row

valleys in this distinct landtype紅 ea.There are only a few larger plains where凶butary

streams join the Mekong in northem Laos-the Plain of Jars and， most notably， the Mae 
Kok and Mae Ing valleys of northem Thailand. 

百leKhorat Plateau constitutes one of two major紅 easof lowland in the lower Mekong 

Basin and covers the bulk of northeast Thailand and the adjacent lowlands of the Lao PDR 

ぽ oundVientiane and Savannakhet.百leKhorat Plateau region is a low plateau with 
elevations of 160-200 m and is sep訂atedfrom the central pl泊nof Thailand and from出e

Cambodian lake basin by a rim of hills to the west and south (the Dong Phaya Yen and 
Dong Rek Ranges). The plateau is generally of low relief， broken only by a low range 

of hills (the Phu Ph姐)running in a southeast-northwest direction across the northem part 

and by a series of table mountains in the west. The Khorat Plateau is drained by the 
Mun-Chi River system. 

The Mekong Plain is the only true lowland area of the basin and covers most of 

Cambodia， the Mekong Delta in Vietnam， and small parts of adjacentτ'hailand and the Lao 

PDR. However， this area is by no means homogeneous and may be divided into several 
sub-units according to the criteria used. A basic distinction is conventionally made between 
the Tonle Sap lowland， which surrounds血eGreat Lake， and the deltaic track downstream 
of Phnom Penh， Cambodia. 

The next level of ecological classification in the hierarchy is valley-bottom type (Figure 
3). It is the lowest level of ecological stratification possible without more definitive 
channel mapping of the entire lower Mekong River. 

The river reach extending from above Chiang Saen to Vientiane is a V -shaped valley 
with a moderate gradient streambed. Such valley bottom types are characterized by deeply 
incised drainage ways with steep， competent sideslopes which are very common泊 upli負ed
mountains. The river reach extending from below Vientiane to Bung Kan is also within 
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an alluviated， moderately bound， valley-bottom type characterized by an active floodpl泊n
and alluvial te町aceswhich紅 ebounded by moderate-gradient hillslopes adjacent to白e
immediate floodpl必n. Such valleys are typical of lowlands and foothills. 

百 enext reach of the Mekong， extending from Bung Kan to Savannakhet， lies within 
a wide valley bottom of low gradient， and the floodplain is generally three times wider血m
the active channel width. This type of wide， low-gradient valley is alluvial， characterized 
by wide valley floors bounded by mountain slopes， and is generally associated with sloughs 
and cut-off channels. Below Savannakhet to由eMun River the valley bottom becomes 
narrower叩 d血echannel is restricted by adjacent geologic formations.百lIsreach of the 
river is typical of an incised， U-shaped valley with a moderate-gradient.百leriver channel 
downcuts through deep， valley bottom deposits， and the immediate side-slopes are 
unconsolidated， and often unsorted， co紅 se-graineddeposits. The next river reach of the 
Mekong begins below the Mun River and extends to Khone Falls; although this reach 
exhibits a wider floodplain and channel， it is similar to血eBungK阻 toSavannakhet reach. 

Khone Falls represents a unique ecological reach of the Mekong and is not duplicated 
anywhere else in the Basin; therefore it is selected as a distinct strata. Below Khone Falls 
and extending to the Tonle Sap River the valley bottom is characterized by an alluviated 
lowland with wide floodplains (usually more th姐 5times the active channel wid血)
(CHARLEY， 1984)， which have been formed by present and historic rivers. The Khone 
Falls reach has flat to gently rolling landforms， sloughs， oxbows， islands， and abandoned 
channels. 

百leTonle Sap River is also a unique area-it displays a similar valley-bottom type 
to白eprevious reach and its fishery is controlled by high flows in the Mekong River白at
reverse the Tonle Sap flow.百leGreat Lake of Cambodia， like Khone Falls， is a unique 
ecological area of the basin and is not similar to any other reach of the Mekong River. 

The Mekong River reach below Khone Falls to Tonle Sap is姐 inlandopen-water 
fishing area which includes Kampong Cham， Kra Cheh， and Stung Treng (Stoeng Treng) 
Provinces. It lies entirely within the Kingdom of Cambodia. From Khone Falls to Phnom 
Penh the most important fishing activity of出isreach takes place along a 150 km stretch 
of血eMekong River as it crosses Kra Cheh (Kratie) Province. Floodplains in血iss佐'etch
of the Mekong dictate the biological cycle of fish migrations and reproduction and nearly 
all fish species migrate from the river into the flooded plains during the flood season， 
representing 30% of all production (MEKONG SECRETARIAT， 1992). According to 
information provided during a meeting with members of the 酌ovincialFisheries Office泊

Phnom Penh (KRAτ'!E， 1994) this area is divided into two different sections: 1) an area 
which includes fishing areas on the Mekong River where fishing is perr凶飽dand is located 
6 km above Kratie' city up to由eborder between Kampong Ch創n組 dKrah Cheh (Kratie) 
Provinces; and 2)佃 areaextending企'OmChroy Ban Teay Commune to Stoeng Treng 
Province. The second紅 'eaalong出eMekong includes a number of deep holes which 
provide the habitat for “many fish sp回 ies"(KRATIE Aa.町CUL百JRALOFFICE， 1994). 

百lisreach of the Mekong i1lus住atesthe need for more definitive stratification below 
the valley bottom type to the channel type level. It is one of the very few紅 easof血e1800 
km of river included in this study where important fish habitats are known. The s位'eambed
below Kratie to above Stung Treng contains a series of de巴pholes (a p紅 tiallist of these 
holes is shown in Table 2). Deep holes in the mainstem of the Mekong River appe釘 to
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Table 2. List of deep holes in the Lower Mekong River used by fish throughout the dry 
season in Kratie' Province， Cambodia (CMAFF， 1994). 

NAME LENGTH (m) WIDTH (m) DEPTH (m) 

Kandol Moyroy 1000 200 40 
Anglong Pra 500 150 40 

Anglong Dam Rey 800 300 30 
Anglong Preah Treal Lech 1000 100 20 
Anglong Khach加ikak 200 200 
Anglong Achek 200 200 
Anglong Khach Soay 150 
Anglong Koh Knhe' 1000 500 20 
Anglong Pheas Trea 1000 150 40 
Anglong Tapeang 350 250 20 
Anglong Chrak Tea 200 150 20 

Anglong Kampong Prov 500 150 20 

Anglong Ta Charr 200 200 10 
Anglong Yeaymao 300 50 10 
Anglong Veal Pronang 2000 600 40 
Anglong Charr Pos Vek 300 200 30 

Anglong Sre Kor 200 100 10 
Anglong Tralok 150 100 
Anglong Kor Chlor 300 150 
Anglong Ueval 300 150 
Anglong Sang Kamkep 3000 300 40 
Anglong Sang Kom 100 
Anglong Koh Cbar 300 150 
Anglong Koh Preng 300 150 20 
Anglong Kantoy Koh Preng 700 100 15 
Anglong Koh Real 100 50 10 
Anglong Koh Pongear 800 150 40 
Anglong Chroy Banteay 300 200 60 

be prim紅 yrearing and dry-season holding habitat for 1訂gecatfish佃 dc紅pand would 
include t釘 getassemblage species for this ecological reach. Therefore， this reach of出e
river illustrates both the need to carry ecological stratification to at least the channel type 
level， as well as the unique hierarchy influences出atresulted in numerous deep pools in 
this reach of the river. 

It is likely that unique fish habitats， associated with distinct ecological reaches， occur 
throughout the river which could support subpopulations of important fish species. 
Stratification to isolate such critical fish habitats， in relation to the whole ecological reach 
and subpopulation life histories， is essential for fu旬remanagement and conservation efforts. 
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FISHERIES ECOLOGY AND ASSEMBLAGE OF T ARGET SPECIES 

Fish species exploited in the Mekong River are a diverse group of more than 300 
species; approximately 50 are of primary economic importance. A listing of the 
economically important species in each riparian country is shown in Table 3， which also 
indicates which species are migratory. This table should not be viewed as complete because 
no species surveys have been performed in most of the Mekong River since 1973. It is 
doubtful that the fisheries status shown in Table 3 is a complete list of species for the entire 
river， but work by the Intemational Development Research Centre (IDRC)， and work by 
T.R. Roberts at Khone Falls， has resulted in a reliable list of species for this ecological 
reach. While the species assemblage at Khone Falls is perhaps the most complete of any 
reach of the river， Roberts would argue that even this list is incomplete and出atmany 
species have not even been taxonomically identified. ROBERTS (1993) also argues白紙

there is enough information on species assemblages for recognition that Khone Falls 
represents a biological barrier to some species (the magnitude of biodiversity is f;ぽ greater
below the falls than above). Typically most fish species separate themselves longitudinally 
within a river system and show different species ups紅白mthan downstream， and increasing 
biodiversity downstream (KINSOLVIN & BAIN， 1993). 

Questions conceming stock sep紅 ation，distance of migration， critical spawning areas， 
and key nursery habitat have not been answered for most resident and rnigratory fish 
species. While more is known about the tirning and duration of rnigration in出eKhone 
Falls reach， less is known in other reaches. This， of course， r創 sesthe possibility that 
numerous subpopulations of fish species are distributed白roughoutthe mainstem and 
tributaries of the Mekong River Basin. To what degree subpopulations exist， interact， or 
紅 erestricted to specific reaches is unknown. However， these are crucial questions which 
need to be addressed before sound management and conservation practices can be 
developed for the basin. 

FISH MIGRATION 

Fundamental ecological issues related to river basin hydroelectric development are 
concemed with adverse effects of dams and impoundments upon rnigratory fish. Considerable 
research conducted upon large river systems has documented that reductions do occur in 
rnigratory fish stocks which result from dams as barriers to fish rnigration and turbine-
related fish mortality (BROO阻 R，1981; CASADO ET札.， 1989; CUSHMAN， 1985). Mekong 
River fishes migrate for reproduction， feeding， or dispersal and spreading of their 
populations (ROBERTS， 1993). Reproduction is clearly the prim訂 ybiological motivation 
for rnigration of fish populations. Without annual recruitment of fish into the existing 
population there would be no白rtherrnigrations. However， as ROBERTS (1993) states， all 
fish migrations in the basin紅 eessential adaptations of the fishes (as self-regulating 
populations) to the linearity and seasonality of the riverine ecosystem. 

The fishes of the Mekong basin紅 ehighly rnigratory and include two ecologically and 
commercially important groups (ROBERTS， 1993). The first group includes forage fishes 
(of critical importance to the food chain of many other species) which frequently make-
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Table 3. List of economically important fish species in the Mekong River and their 
status by river reach (P = present， A = absent， R = rare， D = declining， U = 
unknown， M = migratory). 

FA加fiLY and SPECIES ECOLOGICAL REACH 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

CLUPEIDAE 

Tenualosa thibaudeaui A A A A A R R R 

NOTOPTE悶DAE

Chitala blanci U U U U U U U U 

Chitala ornata P P P P P P P P 

Notopterus notopterus P P P P P P P P 

DASYA:百DAE

Himantura chaophraya R R R R R R R R 

CYPRINIDAE 

Aaptosyax gη'Pus M (?) U U U U U U U U 

Bangana behri U U U U U U U U 

Catlocarpio siamensis M (?) A A A A A R P P I 

Cirrhinus microlepis M P P P P P D D D 

Cirrhinus lobαtus M U U U U U U U ul 
Cosmochilus harmα:ndi M A A A A U D D D 。clocheilichthysenoplos M A A A A A D D DI 
Hampala macrolepidota M A A A A A P P P 

Hypselobarbus spp. M U U U U U U U U 
Labeo chrysophe初 dion U U U U U U U U 

Labeo pierrei U U U U U U U U 

Labiobarbus leptocheilus M U U U U U U U U 

Leptobarbus hoeveni A A A A A P P P 
Mekongina erythrospila 恥f U U U U U U U U 
Osteocheilus melanopleura P P P P U P U U 

Osteocheilus hasselti P P P P P P P P 

Paralaubuca typus M P P P P P P P P 

Probarbus jullieni M A A A A D D D D 
Probarbus labeamajor M A A A A D D D D 

GYRINOCHEILIDAE 
Gyrinocheilus aymonieri M (?) U U U U U U U U 

Gyrinocheilus pennocki M U U U U U U U U 

COBITIDAE 
Botia modesta M U U U U U U U U 

CLARIIDAE 
Clarias macrocephalus P P P P A P P P 
Clarias batrachus P P P P U U P 
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FAMILY阻 dSPECIES ECOLOGICAL REACH 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

BAGRIDAE 
Mystus microphthalmus U U U U U U U U 
Mystus nemurus U U U U U U U U 

SILURIDAE 
Wallago attu P P P P U D D D 
Wallago leerii P P P P U D D D 
Kryptopterus apogon M A A A A A P P P 

PANGASllDAE 
Pangasius macronema M U U U U A P P P 
Pangasius larnaudii M U U U U A P P P 
Pangasius hypophthalmus M (?) U U U U U U U U 

Pangasius gigas M P P P P P D D D 
Pangasius sanitwongsei M U U U U A D D D 
Helicophagus waandersii M U U U U U U U U 

CHANNIDAE 
Channa micropeltes P P P P P P P P 
Channa striata P P P P P P P P 

BELONTllDAE 
Osphronemus exodon U U U U U U U U 

Trichogaster trichopterus U U U U U P P P 

SCIAENIDAE 
Boesemania microlepis M A A A A A P P P 

ELEO百回IDAE
。巧'eleotrismarmorata A A A A A P P P 

市Thelist of economically and 0血erwiseimportant native freshwa飽rfish species w鎚 preparedfor the Mekong 
Secretariat by Dr. Tyson Robe由. Presence/absence is based upon personal communications wi白 representative
of百ailand，Laos， and Cambodia fisheris agencies as well鎚 TerryWarrenσDRC)andI釦 Baird(Lao Commu凶ty
Fisheries and Dolphin Protection Program of Ear也 I凶andInstitute and the Lao PDR Dep紅 白lentof Fores町).
For the most part reliable catch data is lacking and most information is derived from fisherfolk and observations 
by白.efisheries professionals listed above. 

up也emajor portion of subsistence catches. These forage fish feed low on the food chain 
and are primarily cyprinid fishes such as Cirrhinus spp.， Labiobarbus leptochei1us，佃d
Para1aubuca typus， and the endemic Mekong 合'eshwaterherring Tenua10sa也ibaudea凶.

The second group includes large migratory fishes (a11 economically important) of cyprinids 
佃 dcatfish仕om血ef;創凶liesSi1uridae佃 dPangasudae. 
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Migrating species capitalize upon different seasonal environmental conditions within 

each long reach of the river. The moti1ity of these migrating species places them in 
different reaches at different times of the year. During one season a cert泊nriver reach 

may provide rearing habitat whi1e at another time the same reach is simply a passage 

corridor. As a result of these different uses of a river reach at different times of year， each 
stage of a migratory fishes' life history is a critical one for its continued survival. Fish 

may be denied passage upstream or downstream， and then become isolated from their 
spawning or rearing habitats and be unable to complete their life cyc1es. 

Providing fish passage facilities as mitigation for dams as barriers to upstream migration 
is simply an unknown for the species common to the lower Mekong River (HILL & HILL， 
1994). Specification of satisfactory water levels， in-stream flows， discharge regimes， 
at住actantflows， and detailed criteria for passage facilities like fish-ladders are reasonably 
well developed for salmonid species (BELL， 1984; CRAMER & OUGHER， 1964)， but 
research and development of passage facilities for tropical fish species has rarely been 
performed.百lereis virtually no body of knowledge upon which to rely in making these 

decisions for tropical fish species. 

FISH ASSEMBLAGES 

Assemblages of fish species can be identified within broad habitat types and within 

ecological gradients along the river. Species which are associated with the lower-basin 
main stre創nsGust above the delta)， and to some extent associated with the Great Lake， 
inc1ude species from families of marine (secondary-freshwater) origin which， in some 
cases， can migrate from brackish into freshwater: c1upeids (Hilsa sp.， llish sp.， Clupea 
thibaudeaue)， Sciaenidae (Pseudosciaena soldado) and Soleidae. 

A group of species associated mainly with larger streams and the mainstem of the 

Mekong river， but undertake spawning migrations between these streams and flooded areas 
in the wet season (血e‘whitefish' of Cambodia)，紅eprimarily cyprinids (Cirrhinus 
auratus， Hampala macrolepidota， Puntius altus， Leptobarbus hoevenii， Osteochilus 
melanopleura， Labeo chrysophekaidon)， various Pangasius species， Siluridae (Wallago attu， 

Kryptopterus apogon)， and Notopteridae (Notopterus chitala and N. notopterus). Several 

of these species undertake bo出 lateraland longi加dinalmigrations. 
Species able to survive in more adverse and varied environmental conditions (1ow司

oxygen levels， some acidity， some salinity) and which are able to stay in the swamps and 
plains year around (the ‘black fish' of Cambodia)， inc1ude carnivores and detritus feeders. 
Some of these species訂 eable to migrate over land， and several possess auxi1iary org加 S

for oxygen uptake from atmospheric air-this group inc1udes members of the families 
Clariidae (Claris batrachus)， Channidae (Channa micropeltes， C. striata)， Bagridae 
(Mystus nemurus) and Anabantidae (Anabas testudineus， Trichogaster trichopterus). 

Smaller， fast-growing， and prolific species (opportu凶sts)訂 eanother ecological group 

that is able to utilize the flood period for prolific reproduction and grow由一thisgroup 
consists mainly of cyprinids (Thynnichthys thynnoides， Dangila siamensis， Cirrhinus 
julleni). Due to their unique biology this prolific group c組 exhibitvery high abundance 
in a distinct seasonal pattern. 
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Different sp田 iesgroups exhibit very different migration patterns and production 
dynamics which， in旬rn，influence capωre-ge紅 technologyand capture effort. At one 
extreme end of a continuum訂e白eopportunist species-most efficiently harvested with 
a very high effort and unselective gear during the short time血eyare abundant. At由e
other end of a continuum are白elargest of the white fish species which紅 'eunable to stand 
high-fishing press町 e(especially as young-oι血e-ye紅)and紅'efished with highly selective 
ge紅 andlow effort. Opportunist species make up most of the total production of the 
ecosystem (especially in血efloodplains) and紅'ethe primary focus of subsistence fishing. 
Commercial harvest consists primarily of large cyprinids and other caぜishes.

From出isordering of biodiversity an assemblage of target species can be selected 
which exhibit the most sensitive response to changes in biotic and abiotic patterns. Target 
species assemblages appropriate for analysis of potential development project impacts on 
血eMekong River should not simply be the rarest species present in the watershed， or be 
selected from single taxonomic groupings or guilds (FRAN乱闘， 1993); the assemblages 
should represent critical habitat types， trophic levels， behavior， and life histories. 

Noss (1990) identifies five categories of species that warrant intensive monitoring: (1) 
ecological indicators-species that signal the effects of perturbations on a number of other 
species with similar habitat requirements; (2) keystones-pivotal species upon which the 
diversity of a large p紅 tof the community depends; (3) umbrellas-species with large紅'ea
requirements， which江givensufficient protected habitat釘 eawill bring many other sp民 ies
under protection; (4) flagships-populぽ， charismatic species血atserve as symbols叩 d
rallying points for major conservation i凶tiatives;阻 d(5) vulnerables-species血atare 
rare， genetically impoverished， of low fecundity， dependent upon patchy or unpredictable 
resources， extremely variable in population density， persecuted， or otherwise prone to 
extinction in human-dominated landscapes. 

1 recommend白紙組 assemblageof t紅 getspecies by ecological s住atafor the lower 
Mekong River be used in the evaluation of proposed development prl吋即ts.百leset紅'get
species assemblages must be based upon白epresence/absence of species within the nine 
reaches (classified to at least the channel type level)，叩d，as described above， represent a 
mix of ecological indicators， umbrellas， and vulnerables. Evaluation of development effects 
upon these species would then represent worst-case impacts within each ecological strata. 
Because the taxonomic list is incomplete， and白ere紅 einaccuracies inherent泊出ecurrent 
state of knowledge of species prl田 enceand absence in river reaches， other investigators can 
and should develop a list of target species when evaluating potential development projects. 

LIMITING FACTORS 

The single most important consequen回 ofhierarchical structuring is embodied in出e
concept of constraint or“limiting factor". This concept emphasizes白atthe behavior of 
組 ecologicalsystem is limited by (1) the potential behaviors of its components，組d(2) 
the environmenta1 cons仕aintsimposed by higher levels (O'NEILL E.T AL.， 1989). Ecology 
generally recognizes that populations紅 eusually limited by only one or two environmenta1 
factors at a time， but can be limited by several environmental factors over time (町rCHE.R
& HART， 1982). The principal limiting factor referred to repeatedly in print (MEKONG 
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SEC阻 T組 IAT，1992; ROBERTS， 1993)， and in conversations about the lower Mekong River 
fisheries， is overfishing. Overfishing c姐 certainlylimit the Mekong fishery in白neand 
over time. However， there is a paucity of data to suppo託社le紅 gument白紙 overfishing
is白eprincipal limiting factor由roughout白.eMekong River. It is reasonable to suppose 
that overfishing limits production of certain stocks imcertain reaches of the Mekong river 
due to use of highly-efficient catch methods like lee回 ps，gill nets， and explosive devices. 
But there釘 estill no data to indica飽 thatoverfishing is a limiting factor泊 more也anlocal 
reaches of血eriver (CNMC， 1994; Cl¥.仏FF，1994; LNMC， 1994; LDAF， 1994). 

Fisherfolk observations would indicate血atcertain species are in decline，白紙 to旬1
fish caught in血eKhone Falls reach is also declining， and由atfish catches downs住'eam
to the Great Lake are reducing (T. Warren， IDRC， personal communication， 1994).百lere
are also indications白紙 overfishingmay be limiting total production in the reaches from 
Pakse to Khone Falls (LADF， 1994). Hard data on catch-through-time to conf町mor to 
deny these suppositions is lacking in all reaches of the Mekong River. 

ROBERTS (1993) has alluded to indications of decreasing stream fIows in the Mekong 
River since 1970槌 apotential limiting factor on the river fisheries. Figure 4 shows 
minimum and maximum fIows in血eMekong at Vientiane (血eupper reach) and Pakse 
(lower reach) for a 20 + year period-of-record beginning in 1970 (a 20・yearPOR is 
adequate to account for short-飽:rmand long-term hydrologic cycles)ゆ血.KONOSEC阻 T組 IAT，
1993).百lisfigure indicates也atthe trend in maximum annual fIows is downward， but the 
20・year位endfor minimum fIows has remained relatively constant.τ'hese住'endswere 
statistically tested and were found to be significant (p = <.05) for all fIows at bo白
Vientiane血 dP盛田locations.The long term hydrologic record of the Mekong River refIects 
a number of cycles of both declining and increasing fIows; the period of decline仕om1970 
to 1990 is not u凶que.This declining fIow period represents a naωral event cycle白紙

infIuences the fish populations and the resulting catch rates. 
If Mekong River fIows have diminished during白is20-ye紅 period(1970--1990) as a 

consequence of damming tributaries to白eMekong or 合omirrigation diversions one 
would expect to s閃 asimilar downward住'endin the minimum annual fIows. However， 
since minimum fIows have not changed si伊ific組 tlyover time (m砿加umfIows occ町
during the wet season組 dminimum fIows d町泊.gthe世yseason) precipitation fIuctuations 
have been occurring (providing the data base from gaging stations紅 'ereliable)白at
con凶buteto decl泊泊gs住eamfIows as a natural cycle which limits the fishery throughout 
血eMekong Basin. 

Reduced s住eamfIows wou1d then impose a limiting condition on fish production 
before limitations仕omoverfishing take effect， but both limiting conditions operate over 
time by allowing overfishing姐 ddeclin泊gfIows to act synergistically to affect the fishery. 

Decli凶ngs住eamfIows wou1d naturally lead to a reduction in total habitat area in 
wetlands and fIoodplains which are essential for nursery and early rearing of fish (W ARD 

& SANFORD， 1989). 百lesedeclines would also reduce rnigration success加 dproduce 
fewer spawners arriving at spaw凶ngsites-a condition which would be p紅白u1arlycritical 
at Khone Falls where 1紅 gemigratory catfish (血.eprim釘ycatch species) must negotiate 
narrow chutes (hoos)由roughthe falls. Low high-fIows wou1d create p部 sagedifficulties， 
if not impossibilities， at many hoos. Fewer spawners means血atannual recruitment would 
decline (SALE， 1995) and egg-to・合ysurvival would also decline wi血changesinincubation-
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Figure 4. Trend analysis of flows in the lower Mekong River at Vientiane and Pakse, 1970-1992. 

drift rate. A change in habitat space and quality would allow an increase in inter- and 
intraspecies competition for resources and would lead to changes in species composition 
and relative abundances as selective pressures favor more adaptable species (CHAPMAN, 
1966). Subtle temperature changes, induced by lower maximum annual flows, could 
incrementally reduce growth rates offish and vigor over time (ODUM, 1956; IRVINE, 1985). 
Migratory species might shift spawning sites to areas of easier access which leads to 
greater isolation of stocks and decreased genetic variability (HYNES, 1970). Most of these 
potential changes are individually subtle, but collectively such changes would manifest in 
changes in species abundance, or lowered overall biomass and productivity (ODUM, 1956). 
Subtle influences upon fish from reduced flows can be accelerated and magnified by 
overfishing (GRIFFITH, 1989). 

Overharvest of adult fish further decreases recruitment of young-of-the-year, induces 
more rapid species shifts, decreases biomass, and reduces biodiversity as preferred species 
disappear and less desirable species expand into niches which have been left vacant (ODUM, 
1956; HYNES, 1970). 

Declines in catch typically induce fisherfolk to increase fishing efforts and to convert 
to more selective and efficient catch methods. The supply and demand of a market economy 
increases catch-effort and fish become more valuable when demand exceeds supply and 
fisherfolk recognize the opportunity to make more money. In time, diminishing catch and 
expanding effort creates a downward spiral of decline which is difficult to halt or correct 
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It is important to recognize that any analysis of the fisheries of the Mekong River is 
speculative at白ispoint due to血ecurrent lack of reliable data on fish production or actual 
effects of limiting factors within specific reaches. The temptation to draw conclusions 
from such speculation should be resisted because the conclusions could be wrong， leading 
to inappropriate actions to co町ectproblems that have not been adequately identified. A 
simple assumption that the primary limiting factor on fish production is overfishing， without 
recognition that reduced stream flow impacts occur before overfishing， could lead to catch 
regulations which only reduce fisherfolk income and do very little to alleviate the real 
problems. 

The additive cumulative impacts from all uses of the Mekong River， including natural 
cycles of change， overfishing， and possible multiple hydropower projects and large-scale 
water diversions， c佃 resultin a tremendous loss of biodiversity to the Mekong River 
fishery. Diversity of species (all aquatic species， not just fish) is the s悦 ng白 ofany 
ecosystem. The variability associated with biodiversity allows biotic systems to tolerate 
natural environmental changes and to respond to extreme climactic fluctuations which 
affect populations. Loss of biodiversity is a loss of biological resiliency which weakens 
the entire riverine ecosystem， makes fish populations less capable of tolerating natural 
environmental changes， and less adaptable to cumulative anthroprogenic uses. In time， as 
human demands and uses increase， incremental reductions in fish biodiversity will 
eventually create major losses in the Mekong River fishery. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The central problem with this evaluation， as well as with other studies of the Mekong 
River fisheries， is a lack of data and information. Proposed development p吋ectscannot 
be safely designed or adequately mitigated without a sound and reliable environmental data 
base. In the following section 1 recommend short-term and long-term studies which are 
necess紅 yin order to describe specific development prl吋ectimpacts， mitigation， cumulative 
or combined impacts， and to suggest alternative project sites and dimensions. 

Short-term studies focus on specific issues and data gaps出atneed to be studied and 
addressed in order to more accurately evaluate development projects; they紅 eintended to 
組 swerthe most press泊gimpact questions. Long-term studies訂'emuch more detailed and 
seek to provide not only background， but an environmental framework for sustainable 
development throughout the Mekong River watershed. An approach which combines short 
and long-term studies is relatively new， but is recognized in the international scientific 
community as the only plausible mechanism to develop resources and to maintain 
biodiversity in姐 yriver basin in the world. 

Short Term Studies 

Stock evaluation-Fish stock information (size， location， life history) is one of the 
most critical gaps in the information base for the lower Mekong River. Development 
project impacts on migrating fisheries cannot be predicted accurately without more specific 
data on stocks in each of the ecological reaches. 百1Isfishstock study must focus upon 
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identification of the timing and locations of spawning habitat， nursery habitat， early-rearing 
habitat， and adult habitat， as well as identification of migration co町idorsfor， at least， the 
t紅 getspecies in each reach. Such a study wi1l req凶rea non-random stratified s創npling
program that uses tag-re佃mtechniques to follow tagged adult fish， and an ichthyopl創u<ton
component that samples dr愉 populationsand nursery areas. 

Fish passage-ーThemost serious impact associated with dam proj回 tsis the blockage 
of fish migration. Effective fish passage systems must be designed if proposed projects 
紅 eto minimize fisheries impacts. As stated previously， the propensity of migrating species 
to pass up through Khone Falls indicates a genetic basis for pursuing research and 
development of fish ladders. The hoos at Khone Falls can be surveyed during migration 
periods to identify the physical criteria which migrating fish select in order to pass血e
falls. These criteria should include: velocities; depth; cover and resting spots; and hoo 
configurations， such as sinuosity， elevation， and gradient. Concurrently，白ePhayao， and 
recently-constructed Pak Mun dam fish ladders c佃 beused for experimental trials (by 
t紅'getspecies) of fish passage. This study can add to the understanding of what types of 
broad criteria釘'enecess訂Yto meet passage requirements for a v釘 ietyof species. 

Habitat mapping-Fish habitat is generally unknown佃 dcertainly unquantified. Areas 
important in fish life cycles， such as spawning， rearing， nursery釘 'eas，wetlands and 
floodplains， side channels， islands， and in-river habitat (i.e. deep holes)， must be mapped. 
Without such detailed knowledge of habitat in relation to dams， impact and mitigation 
analysis wi1l be inaccurate and unreliable. Habitat mapping should proceed concurrently 
with stock evaluation， but not be limited by it. Habitats should be mapped with a geographic 
information system (GIS-using satellite and aerial imagery) in conjunction with ground 
S町verysin order白atspecific habitat types c佃 bequantified. Mitigation of impacts on 
habitat must be done on an areal basis to ensure出atthe mitigation is appropriate in kind 
and size. 

Fisheries biodiversity-Nearly one-half of the described vertebrate species of the 
world are teleost fishes. There are approximately 22，000 described species of teleosts 
(PAGE & BURR 1991)， with perhaps 35，000 species as the eventual total. Approximately 
100 new species of f記shwaterfishes are described each ye紅， compared with perhaps 2 
new bird sp回 ies.It is comonly accepted by fisheries scientists白紙 m叩 yspecies have 
not been taxonomically described in the Mekong River Basin， and that由ecu町entstatus 
of many indigenous species is not known. In fact， many fish species may have disappeared 
from the Mekong Basin but the extent of出isloss of fisheries biodiversity is also組

unknown.τ'he loss of fisheries biodiversity is directly linked to loss of habitat. Nowhere 
is白ismore pronounced白血 wherespecies evolved in response to floodplain hydrologic 
cycles which create short-term spawning叩 dnursery type habitats over extensive land areas. 
Increasingly， scientists see biodiversity loss at other th印 thespecies level (NORSE ET AL. 
1986; Noss， 1986). Species extinction can result企omthe tota1 loss of genetic姐 d
population biodiversity. Conversely， biodiversity decreases with increasing species 
extinction， so白atspecies extinction causes loss of genetic and population diversity. Moving 
up the ecological hierarchy， loss of species diversity may affect ecosystem or landscape 
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diversity. Principal causes behind the potential loss of fish biodiversity in the Mekong 

River Basin include habitat alteration，仕agmentation，and simplification. Physical habitat 

has been altered by channelization， construction of embankements and diversions， siltation， 
and degradation of wetlands. Other forces of change include: (1) diversion for irrigation， 
f100d con位01，and mu凶cipaland indus住ialwater uses; (2) point source and nonpoint 

so町 cepollution; (3) in位。ductionof exotic species like Tilapia and silver c紅p;(4) intentional 
or incidental overharvesting;組 d(5) interaction among two or more of these s住'essors.

Now we may add the stress of global atmospheric change in the form of the greenhouse 
effect， and increased ultraviolet radation because of the depletion of the ozone layer 
(WILLI刷 SET AL. 1989， NEHLSEN ET AL. 1991). 

Drift incubation-Some migrating species require specific travel time for eggs to 
incubate and hatch after egg laying. This is a critical stage in life cycles of fish which may 

be inte町uptedby dams. Information血atis not currently available in the scientific literature 
wi11 require field studies. A time-stratified ichy白yoplarまtonsampling technique wi11 be 
required for target species;出eobjective will be to define (to白edegree possible) the住avel

time and incubation requirements of the target species. 

Instream f1ow-Dams， or other projects白atimpede or divert river f1ow， require 
careful examination of the minimum bypass f10ws required in the river to allow fish 
migration and to protect fish and their habitat within the diversion reach. The state-of-the-

art technique described by HILL ET AL. (1991) is recommended because it inco中orates
multiple f10w levels that are necess紅Yto protect both fisheries and habitat. One model 
included in this technique is the Instream Flow Incremental Methodolgy (IFIM) 

(STALNAKER & ARNETTE， 1976)， which relies upon biological criteria c町 vesfor 回 get

species. These c町 vesmust be developed during low-f1ow periods when the Mekong River 
is relatively clear and will allow for the necess紅ysurveys. Data obtained in白efish p出 sage

study wi11 also define high-f1ow biological requirements.百leinstream f10w work must be 

performed at three different f10ws on a descending hydrograph (JUNK ET札.， 1989; HILL 
ET札.， 1991). 

Diel dissolved oxygenー Divertingf10ws at Khone Falls may result in a loss of 
reaeration and lowered dissolved oxygen downstream. A day and night (diel) study of 

dissolved oxygen at severallocations above， within， and below the falls is required (COBLE， 
1982). The study should be performed during the dry season to cap加reworst case 
conditions. This study can be performed with泊 si旬 dissolvedoxygen monitors. Read凶gs
should be taken at least every four hours for at least two weeks. 

Taxonomy-It is clear from the work performed by the IDRC佃 dROBERTS (1993) 
that many species in the Khone Falls reach have not been identified or classified， particularly 
in出eu凶quehabitat at the base of the falls. Systematic surveys must be performed to 
identify species not currently listed， to refine the current classification， and to establish 
habitat and life history criteria for new species in this reach. 

Tributary assessment-Numerous凶but組 esenter the lower Mekong River， but 
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information about them is sparse. Studies must focus on白 major凶butariesto白e
Mekong in order to determine which fish species use the出butariesduring what portion 
of their life histories. 

Fisherfolk-Results of a modified rapid social assessment of the fisherfolk in血e
lower Mekong River (HILL & H孔L，1994) strongly suggest that a social design s加dyis 
required (ADB， 1991). The most immediate data needs are: (1) the identification of fishing 
vi11ages， (2) their inhabitants and population， (3) their level of dependency on fisheries by 
season， (4) relocation options白atallow displaced people to continue to have access to白e
river， and (5) altemative sources of income and livelihood if relocation far仕omthe river 
is necess訂y.τ'hesedata c飢 becollected in a relatively short period of time with a simple 
Sぽ veyapproach fielding several teams to count tempor;紅 yvi11ages， interview inhabitants， 
and develop altematives for a project design. 

Long Term Studies 

Fisheries.ー百1Isauthor and others have developed a detailed watershed ecosystem 
management approach (HlLL ET AL.， 1994).百leapproach is a long田 termstudy intended 
to develop a data base and m姐 agementsystem血atprotects biodiversity and ecosystem 
quality at the watershed level.百leapproach has received strong support 合om白escientific 
community and has been recommended for adoption by several resource management 
agencies in出eU.S. It is now recognized that fisheries， aquatic habitat， and watershed 
ecosystems cannot be investigated or m組 agedpiecemeal， or developed by isolating one 
reach from another. 百lIsthinking is the result of白eglobal experience of steadi1y 
dec1ining biodiversity in the face of increasing effort in environmental analyses. Clearly 
something is not working-more and more species are entering endangered， threatened， or 
rare lists each year. 

Protecting biodiversity at the watershed ecosystem level is perhaps our best and most 
holistic tool for managing sustainable development， multiple reso町 ceuse，佃dprotecting 
endangered species. Watershed ecosystems incorporate spatio-temporal scales and levels 
of complexity that couple biodiversity with social， economic， and environmental conditions. 

百lisapproach provides a白eoreticalframework for investigating， integrating，組d
managing landscape， biological， and socioeconomic components of a watershed ecosystem. 
Its practical value is in regional application of the framework. The lessons learned from 
one watershed study c佃 andshould be extrapolated to any other watershed within a 
region， the region being an ecoregion.百lewatershed framework also provides "context" 
for planning development projects and the environmental impact studies associated with 
each project. Too often EA's or EIA's have very little meaning other白叩 toa specific 
project in a limited紅白. Consequent1y， watersheds and whole-river systems experience 
substantial degradation， loss of biodiversity，組d組 unbrokenpove託Yspiral even when 
development projects inc1ude environmental impact studies. 

Today it is r，配0伊 zed白紙long-term sustainab出tyof public reso町 cesand conservation 
of biological diversity are dependent upon m佃 agementof watershed ecosystems. It is 
impractical to expect that multiple development projects can be developed in the lower 
Mekong River without a holistic environmental framework that accounts for other 
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development， continuation of current reso町 cesuses，組dprotection of fisheries and human 

resources. 
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